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A little about myself

●Small town ER doc
●Some academic affiliation 

but am a long way from 
my University (~800 Km)

●Became involved in 
2007/2008 after coming 
across a poor quality 
medical articles

●An active volunteer ever 
since









Who here uses Wikipedia?

What language do you use 
it in?



Is Wikipedia Read by 
Nearly Everyone?



Some numbers
● Largest and most popular reference work on 

the Internet, 5th most popular website in the 
world (the first four being Google, Facebook, 
Youtube and Yahoo)

● 500 million unique visitors per month as of 
2013 (roughly 21 billion page views)(7)

● 4.8 billion of these via mobile(7)



Medical stats

●Wikipedia’s medical content received 
~5 billion pageviews for 160,000 
articles in 2013

●2-3% of all pageviews for Wikipedia are 
for health

●Half of this views were for English, the 
other half were in the other 275 
languages



Medical stats

● 50% to 100% of physicians use Wikipedia 

● 35 to 70% of pharmacists admit to its use(3)

● Most frequently used source by junior MDs 

(besides Google)

● 94% of medical students use Wikipedia





Why do medical students use Wikipedia?

“The use of Wikipedia is almost ubiquitous throughout medical school for 

medical education. The ease of access and understanding, as well as readily 

usable and consumer-friendly interfaces, means students often turn to this, 

rather than traditional authoritative resources. While the reliance on Wikipedia 

reduces throughout medical school, this is likely due to confidence and ability to 

concurrently use other resources as well as perceived reduced reliability. Medical 

school administrators would benefit from embracing and developing web2.0 

resources and include their use in ongoing dynamic medical education.”



Does Wikipedia Cover 
Nearly Everything?



Size of the English version as of May 2014(9)

● Largest reference work on the Internet
● Equivalent to ~2000 volumes of the 

Encyclopedia Britannica
● As of Mar 2014  ~31.2 million articles in 286 

languages (4.5 million in English)
● And continues to grow...



Size of the medical content across 
all languages

● Equivalent to 
~126.9 volumes of 
the Encyclopedia 
Britannica



Does Wikipedia Have a 
Huge Number of Editors?



Who has edited 
Wikipedia?



A few numbers
● Anyone can edit (35 million registered 

accounts), many more editing anonymously
● 80,000  people contribute >5 edits a month
● 12,000 people contribute more than 100 

edits a month
● All volunteers working for free



Medical numbers

● 1.1M edits by 224,000 accounts.
● 274 editors made more than 250 

edits in 2013



Who are they?

● Half health care professionals
● 52% have either a Masters, PhD or MD
● 33% have a Bachelor's degree
● 80% male, 10% female, 10% would rather 

not say
● Many of the non professionals are fixing 

grammar or doing other maintenance



Does What One Writes 
Matter?





Is Wikipedia Peer 
Reviewed?



Featured articles / good articles

●Must undergo semi formal peer review
●Overall 4,250 FAs and 20,000 GAs
●Medicine has 58 FAs and 166 GAs 

(<1%)
●More formal peer review and author 

credit in collaboration with journals



Collaborations



Health Information for All 
in a Language of their 

Choice

(16)



Who are involved?

● Translators Without Borders
o An NGO founded in 1993
o Humanitarian translations into 

other languages
● Wikiproject Medicine

o A group of volunteers within 
Wikipedia who are interested in 
improving medical content

● Wikipedians in many 
languages Wiki Project Med

Foundation



What we are working on?

● Creating a base set of medical topics that 
should exist in all languages

● Improving them to a professional standard in 
English while trying keep language simple

● Translating content into as many other 
languages as possible

● Integration the translations with existing 
Wikipedia content

● Get easy and inexpensive access for 
everyone (including via collaborations with 
cell phone companies)



Two tracks of article

● Full articles
● Brought to GA/FA
● 2500-15000 

words
● Goal is 100
● Suitable for mid to 

large languages

● Short articles
● 3 to 4 paragraph overviews
● Leads of English articles
● Goal is 1,000
● Suitable for small to mid languages





Why do we need this?
● Every day tens of thousands die for lack of 

low cost health care. Per HIFA 2015, a major 
factor is poor access to information(5)

o 8 of 10 caregivers do not know the key symptoms of 
pneumonia

o 4 of 10 mothers believe fluids should be withheld if 
their child has diarrhea 

o More than 60% of Africains said that a friend or 
family member could have been saved if they’d had 
information in their own language

● Wikipedia is a viable way to address this 
knowledge gap.



Why other languages?

● What languages do you publish in?
● Issue: Little health care content exists in 

many languages
● Problem: Partly because majority of medical 

research/publications in English
● Solution: Translate from English into other 

languages



European: German, 
French, Italian, Spanish, 
Dutch, Polish, Russian, 
Portuguese, Swedish



The Digital Last Mile
● Those in the developing world have poor 

access to computers / the Internet
● Problem: Cell phones widespread but data 

charges are expensive
● Solution: Convince cell phone companies to 

allow Wikipedia access without data charges
● The WMF has signed agreements with 

cellphone companies to give access free of 
data charges to ~750 million people in 
Africa, the Middle East, Asia and Eastern 
Europe.



Cochrane Wikipedia in 
Residence

● Sydney Poore (former nurse, very 
experienced Wikipedian)

● A resource for editing advice / general 
Wikipedia advice

● Developing a weekly mailing list for all new / 
updated reviews

● Knowledge translation
● wikipedian@cochrane.org



Can One Just Come and 
Write What They Want?



Reference, Reference, Reference







Who Are We Writing 
For?

(14)



Manual of style
● Write for the average reader
● Write for a global audience 
● Just state the facts 
● “The general public does not care 

about confidence intervals”





Layers of quality assurance



So why get involved?
● Wikipedia is what the world is reading
● You believe all people deserve access to 

high quality health information
● An international group of academics and 

members of the lay public with whom to 
discuss medicine

● There is no money, there is no fame



Editing







Questions?
James Heilman
jmh649@gmail.com
http://enwp.org/User:Jmh649

“Imagine a world in which every single person on 
the planet is given free access to the sum of all 
human knowledge. That's what we're doing.”
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